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PP.EFACE 
T'nis work has been undertaken as part of a larger project of the 
Engineering ]Jl,cperiment Station, under Dr. Clark A. Dunn., to learn more about 
dielectrio constants in general. '1.'his is a subject upon which adequate 
data is laoldng., and for which., it is believed., the theories have overlooked 
some basic facts. 
The author wishes to aclmovrledge the aid and guidance of Professors 
A. L. Bet.ts and II. T. Fristoe of the School of Electrical. Engineering., 
Dr. Clark A. Dunn ancl Professor J. n. Norton of the Engineering Experiment 
Station., and Dr. c. L. Nickolls o:f the School of Chemical Engineering. 
Courses taken under Dr. H. L. Jones gave basic concepts which t'fere very 
valuable in the preparation of this material. The capable typist has 
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Illi"VIEff OF LITERATURC 
A. Dielectric Constants 
Between two electrically charged bodies., separated by a distance., r, 
there exists a force. In 1785, Coulomb determined that the magnitude of this 
force is: 
F 0, Oz. 
.. E. ~i. 
(1) 
where F :Ls the force in dynes on either body owing to the presence of the 
other, Q1 and Q2 are the electrostatic charges in sta.tcoulombs, r is the 
separation distance in centimeters., and £ i.s a proportionality constant depen--
dent upon the material separating the two charges. If E, the electrostatic 
field strength, is dei"ined as the force acting upon a unit charge, then it 
may be expressed as: 
(2) 
vd1ere E is in statvolts per centimeter. Some early experimenters used these 
relationships to determine the dielectric constant, E., but other methods have 
been found to be more convenient. 
Anot.,her approach is through the concept of ca~ci ty. One definition of 




If a pair of parallel plates have a charge density of T units per llllit of area 
and are separated by 4. centimeters, then., according to Gauso' La.w: 
E = 'tt:!: £ (4) 
Letting V, the potential difference, equal Ea and substituting into equation 
(3) 1 the en.pa.city per unit area is 
C • .£-
'ltra. (5) 
Since capacity is directly proportional to dielectric constant, an easier 
method of measuring dielectric constant,s is by means of capacity measure-
ments. 
'i'he concept of lines of electric' nux is often used. These l'.:.nes are 
assumed to eminate from a positive charge and terminate on a negat.ive charge. 
'I'h.e electrostatic flux density (lines of flux per unit area) is defined as: 
D • E E (6) 
2 
D may also be thought of as displacement. This is described by lJinerl 
as follows. 'I'ht3 electric field causes the orbits of the electrons in the di-
electric to be d~i.stortad. This distortion of the electron orbits is called 
displacement and the motion of the elect~rons in this action is called dis-
placement current. In this case equation (6) still holds. 
1n. li'. U:i.ner, Insulation of Electrical AJ?;earatus, pp. 9-10. 
3 
B,. Correlation of Dielectric Consta:nt 
With Other Physical Propert,ies 
It has been shown that the abj_lity of a dielectric substance t,o store 
energy is measured by i·~s dielectric constant. 'l'herefore, it would be of 
great significance to discover why a matedal has i·~s particular dielectric 
constant and Yiha.t factors may affect itu constant. 
SeveI·a.l theories are in existence and several attempts have been made to 
correlate dielectric c~mstants with other physical properties. Hovrever, in 
spite of efforts expended in that direction, the :material is quite sketchy 
and often contrad:l.ctory,. 
') 
Jones'- atates that, in general, the dielectric constant increases as the 
conductivity increases. lliner3 draws up the following generalized table: 
Group Description Resistivity Dielectric Constant 
I Conductors Oto 106 ohm-cm. 30-100 
II Semi-conductors 106 to 1012 ohm-cm. 6- JO 
III Good Insulators 1012 to 1020 ohm-cm. 1- 6 
There are many exceptions to the i.l1fori.nation ;;iven in this table, however. 
For example, pure water which is a good insulator has a dielectric constant 
of approximately BO, while sea water, a good conductor, is also nearly So. 
According to i1ainer4, special preparations of barium-strontium tit,a.nate, another 
insulator,. have a dielectric constant of approximately 20,000. Ho reference 
. 
is made in standard tables. nor in available li tera.ture to the exact d:l.electri.o 
2u. L. Jones, An L"'lectron Theory of the Hall Bf feet. and Susceptibility, 
P• 7. 
3,~ it 0 uu..ner, ~· ~·, p. u. 
4E. Wainer, "High Titania Dielectrics," Transactions of the :Slectro-
chemical Societl, L.UXIX (April .. 1946) .. 337. - -
4 
constant of' a:ny good conductor. 
One of the fem attempts at correlation with other physical properties was 
made by Add.enbroolteS. He used tJ1e method of Blotzmann in his early experiments 
in 1873. This was to suspend a small dielectric sphere near a large charged 
metal sphere and measure the pull on the dielectric sphere. 'l'hen a small 
metal sphere with the same radius as the dielectric sphere was suspended an 
equal di.stance from the large sphere. and the pull on this sphere vfas simil-. 
arly measured. Blotzmann sho,ved experlmentally that: 
Pull on dielectric sphere • 
pull on metal sphere 
(7) 
\IDere £ is the dielectric constant of the material of the dielectric sphere. 
Addenbrook:e tabulated energy stored, 
.t,•yQV (8) 
·!;he pull on the dielectric sphere, the melting point, of the dielectric, and 
:i. ts boiling paint. The dielectric constant was measured in the liquid state 
for all m.ater:ials .. No further information was given on the standardization 
of conditions. The data was tabulated with relative values, arbitrarily 
assigning }v'drogen the unity value. since it is the lmvest in each case. For 
melting and boiling points, o~gen vms taken as a reference and assigned a 
value o:f two, since hydrogen does not f'ollo-« accepted theory in these 
properties. Addenbrooke' s work is summarised as follmm: 
5G. L. Addenbrooke, "The Non-Metallic Elements - Connexions Between 
Their Dielectri~ and Other Physical Properties," !h!. London, Edinbur~ ~ 
Dublin Philosoptp.cal Magazine and Journal of Science. XLVII (June, 192 ), 
945-965. - -
5 
:Material Energy Stored Attraction hlelt. Pt. Boil. Pt. 
Izytlrogen 1.0 1.0 o.5 0.5 
Oxygen 2.0 1.98 2.0 2.00 
Nitrogen 2.4 2.27 2.3 2.33 
Chlorine ·7. 7 6.1 5.4 6.o 
Bromine 17.8 10.5 8.4 8.Li 
Iodine 27.7 13.3 12.2 11.li 
Phosphorous 16.2 10.0 10.0 9.0 
Sulphur 16.2 10.1 12.2 17.9 
Selenium 32.2 14.3 15.6 24.0 
Another correlation is suggested by Creighton and Xoehler6. They state 
that the greater the dielectric constant of a solvent the less its percentage 
clisassociation int,o ions. This ana.lysis must, of course, be limited to a 
particular group of materials. 
According to the work of I. l'i<JJ.den, cited by Creighton and Koehler7., the 
dielectric constant of a material increases by the addition of these chemical 
groups in this order: I, Br, Cl, :F', NH2, CN, C02H, CHO, CO, H~, and OH. 
This is almost the same order in 'Jhich Amvers focJnd the substitution of these 
groups :Lncreased the ability of the solvent to prevent association of the 
molecules of the solute. 
It has been noted that, in general, the highest dielectric constants 
listed are for compounds of elements occuring in the second group of the 
periodic table. '.l.''he next highest dielectric constants are., in general., com-
pounds of elements occuring in the fourth group. 'l'here a.re., of course, excep ... 
tions., but the number of compounds which follov; this rule is striking. 
6H. J. Creighton and VT. A. Koehler, Principles and Applications of 
Kl..ectrochen:d.s,try, pp. 55-66. 
7~., pp. 55-66. 
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c. Variation of Dielectric Constant in 
A Given Llatorial 
1. General 
The dielectric constant of a given :materic::.l may be made to change by 
variation of many physical factors, such as temperature., pressure, cmd fre-
quenC"J• In considering these properties of dielectrics., other factors enter 
the picture -rihich must be considered concurrently in o:.iorkable theories. t'hesa 
• 
other properties., not accounted for by the theor.r of perfect Jielectrics., 
a.re called anomalous properties. Anomalous properties listed by Whitehead 0 
are variation of conductivity., absorption., and losses higher than may be ac-
counted for b;r conduction. In order to consider the theories in-..rol vlug all 
·these phenomena, the subjects of polarization, polar molecules, and dipole 
ro.ome11 ts must be first taken up. 
2. Dipoles and Dipole lJoments 
A dipole is de.±':Lned by Ramo and Whinnery9 as a ·pair of equal and apposite 
charges separated by a small distance. This is enlarged upcn by GerlachlO 
I 
who considers it as a group of negative charge$ whose center of gravity is 
separat,e from that of a group of positive charges of equal magnitude. He also 
makes a distinction between nc1.tural dipoles and those :l.nduced b7 an external 
field. 
'The dipole moment, or electric moment is the :measure of force which a 
dipole may exert. According to Ramo and Whinneryll 
8J. B. tf'li.:'.tehead, Lectures !?!! Dielectric Theo!Z and Insulation, pp. 17-19. 
9s. i?.arno and J. R. W1rlnnery, Fields ~ Waves in Llodern Radio, pp. H0-81. 
lOv1. Gerla.ch, J:ra.nslated °h'J 1''. J. li'uch, I.fatter, Electricity and Energy, 
p • .58. 
11Ramo and mun.'Yler-,1, loc. cit. 
7 
(9) 
11,here m is the magnitude of the dipole moment., .J the value of one of the charges, 
and r is the distance between them. It is, however., a vector quantity and tho 
direction is specified as being that of the line drawn from the negative to 
the positive charge. 'L'he :potential at a given point due to this dipole is: 
V= m cos e (10) £ rz. 
1:1here r is the distance to the dipole ( the dipole separation is here considertld 
as negligible vrl th respect to r), and 0 is the angle between the line drawn 
to the dipole and the dipole moment vector. A random arrangement of these 
dipoles vrould produce no net effect. An orderly r,rrangement, or even an ar-
rangement which tends on the average to be in one direction, gives 2. material 
which is said to be polarized. 
3. Polarization 
a. General 
1fi.nerJ 2, in considering this .from the "displacement" viewpoint., states 
that the total displacement., or electric flux density, is the vector sum of 
the electric intensity., E., and 4rtimes the polarization caused by the elec-
tric intensity. 
D = E" + If• P (11) 
Hice and Tellerl3 explain that an elementary charge, e., productng a field 
e/r2, vr.lll emit a certain number of lines of force. 'l'he number of lines of 
force crossing a sphere of radius, r, with . .he charge at its center is 
(12) 
u,.. 't 9 10 .. il:i.ner., 9£• ~·, pp. - • 
1%. o. Rice and E •. Teller., ~ Structure ~ L!atter, p. 46. 
n 
{) 
Hence, the charge due to polarization., is said to be the source of 41" lines of 
force. The term, susceptibility (k) is then de.fined a.s the factor relating 
polarization to tho electric intensity c ausing it. 
(13) 
Susceptibility may be determined in terms of dielectric constant as follo11s: 
D ~ E -t- .,11" K E 
D= E ( H· '11rk) 
EE= E" (l+'hrl<) 
E.. = r + ¥1r K 
f( = (14) 
'.L'here is., apparently., more than one ldnd of polarization. Several theor:i.es 
exist, some of which are partially contradictory, and none of which explain 
al..l the phenomena observed. 1ti.ner'l4 says that t.he dielectric constants of 
polar substances ( those polarized even in the absence of an ex·ternal field) 
char12e td. th teJ:npera t.ure., field strength, and frequency. rnu teheadl5 confirms 
that temperature and .frequency affect the dielectric constants of polar sub-
star1ces, but says that .field strength does not affect dielectric constant. 
Sidgt7ickl6 states that for small fields ordinarily used, the amount of orientcJi-
tion is small and proportional to field strength. For large fields approach-
·.l.ng brea.l{do-.m potentials, this is no longer true. 
Various theories of polarization have been summed up by Morgan an.cl 
Lrurphyl7. 'They J.ist four types of polarization: 
1. Electronic Polarization 
14lliiner, ~· cit., p. 18. 
15vnu tehead, ~· cit., p. 59. 
l6.. ,,. s· d · k · h Pr t ' H. v. i ,.gw:i.c .. , ~ P y;s:Lcal ~ operties. 9!.. ~ Cova.lent ~ in 
Che1i_-d.s·t:ry:, P• 130. 
17E. J. Murphy and s. o. 1Jorgan., 11 '.I'he Dielectric Properties of L'1.sulating 
mtorlal.s,'' ~ ;:V,stem ~~·echrdcal Journal, XVI (October, 1937), 493-512. 
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2. Atomic Polarization 
3. Dipole Polarization 
4. Interfa.cial Polarization 
The first two are lmown as ins·lirultaneous polar:i.za.tions. 'l'hey form and dis-
appear in less than 10-10 seconds. 'I'he la.st two take longer to occur and giva 
rise to effects ·\:rhich a.re called absorption effects. 
b. 1'lectronic Polarization 
Electronic polarization is due to the displacement of the center of 
gravity of the electrons irlth respect to the nucleus of the atom. This polari-
zation depends u.non t,he number of electrons per unit volume and the .force 
binding them. An exa.'llple is gi van of hydrogen, Ymich has trro electrons per 
molecule, and helium. ultlch has two electrons per atom. For the sane number 
of electrons per unit volume, hydrogen has .four times the susceptibility of 
helium. This shows that hydrogen electrons are less tightly bound, and are 
hence more easily polarized. Jones18 points out, that this also leads to greater 
conducti v:i.:ty on t.,_'le part of the substance with the less tightly bound elec-
trons. I.:!aterials which exhibit only this type of polarization should have 
dielectric constants which do not vary as frequency is increased up to the 
range of visible light. 'Iltls is because of the low inertia o:f an electron. 
luectronic polarization is also said to be independent of temperature. Benzene 
is a material which exl'Jibi ts only electronic polarization. The electronic 
polarization theor-.r m:>uld explain ,1hy the dielectric constants of liquids are, 
in general, ltlgher than for gases, since there are a greater number of elec-
trons per unit volum.e in liquids. It would also explain .my dielectric 
constants nearly always increase with pressure, regardless of state. 
c. Atomic Polarization 
Atomic polarization is due to the displacement of ions rr.i.thin a molecule. 
18 Jones,. 21?.• 91!., p. 21. 
JO 
It occurs up to infra-red freqr.:.cncies., and has a smn.11 positive temperature 
coefficient. It,s upper frequency limi L:. is lower ;:,htm t.hat of electronic 
polarization because of the greater inertia of the nuclei.. Atomic polariza-
tion may be talren as fifteen per cent of i;he electronic polarization for a.'1. 
average, although it varies Yr.i.dely with the material under consideration. 
d. Dipole Polarization 
Dipole polarlzation is due to the lining up of the dipoles of . a polar 
substance. Rice and 'l'eller19 caution that in considering a molecular dipole, 
only the effect of tho external field has been considered, and not the effect 
of the neighboring dipoles. These other effects are not well defined and are 
hard -to determine. However, their effect is often so small, that 1·andom thenial. 
motion w::i.11 cancel it.. It may be see.11. that at lower temperatures the cancel-
ling thermal motion may be insufficient, and the effect may enter in. The UP-
per linci:1, of dipole polarization is in the radio frequency range. I.:bst mater ... 
ials are polar. Water, for exazrrple, is h.ighly polar, and this is the principal. 
reason given for its high dielectric constant of nearly 80. Some polar radicals 
given in decreasing order of polar moment are H02, en, co, OH, NH2, Cl, Br., 
I, and CHJ• 'This is very si.rnilar to the dielec·tric constarrl; list of WaJ.den 
cited before. The reason for the correlation between this and t,he degree of 
association of a solvent is suggested by Creighton and Koehler20. When polar 
molecules are close together., they vr.ill tend t.o associate due to the attrac-
tion of opposite charges. The greater the polar moment, the greater the di-
electric constant, and the greater the degree of association. A table of 
values is given in support o.f this, a.n excerpt from which follm•m: 
l9nice and T'eller., 8.P.• ~., p. 50. 




















Exceptions are also noted. Dipole polarization also has a negative temperature 
coefficient. As temperature decreases, ·t;here is less thermal agitation in the 
molecules, and therefore less agitation to oppose the orientation of the di-
poles. Hence, rd th most polar substances, the dielectric constant tends to 
increase with decreasing temperature. 'l'he thermal aeitation, in general, 
probably prevents a mujority of the dipoles from aligning themselves ,tlth the 
field. Hovrever, as a number tend to align themselves somevma.t, on the average, 
in their random motion., a net effect is produced. Exceptions arc also noted 
here. :t:Lany polar materials have peaks and troughs in a plot of dielectric 
constant versus teu1pera.l~ure, which this theory does not explain. Some non-
polar molecules are carbon disulphide, carbon tetrachloride., benzene, nitrous 
oxide, hexane, and ox.vgen. The symmetry of the molecules such as carbon 
tetrachloride may be seen (Fig. 1) as compared to a polar molecule such as 
water (li'ig. 2). 
A resonance effect in polarization is suggested by litCCabe.21 For sim-
plicity, consider a polar particle suspend-ad in a non-polar liquid. If an al-
ternating vol t.:1.ge is applied, the particle will rotate in accordance .ri th the 
field, but only at certain frequencie-s will its mass and moment of inertia. 
allm,; it to resonate with the field. At these frequencies., it will undergo 
21n. P. IJcGabe, uA Survey of Particle Size YJe-thods," Ceramic Aae, L 
(September, 1947), 155-157, 190. 
most complete re-orientation and have its maximum effect on the dielectric 
constant. 
Interracial or ionic polarization is caused by the accl.llllulation of free 
ions at the bom1daries between solid materials of different conductivities 
and dielectric constants. This effect occurs only up to radio frequencies. 
Hence, ma:l,;erials w:i. th impu:ri ties will show this type of polarization in the 
lo1cmr frequencies. 'I'he effect of temperature on interfacial polarization is 
not knovm. 
Anomalous dispersion is defined as a decrease in dielectric constant vd th 
an increase in frequency over a particular band due to the inabili -v.r to com-
plate polarization in the period of one cycle. This is due to the inertia of 
the particle vnlich must be aligned in order to complete polarization. :F'igure 
3 is a typical curve given by lli.ner22 for a hypothetical :naterial exhibiting 
all four types of polarization. 
e. Application to Solids 
Discussions of polar theories are nearly always confined to liquids. 
Some solids are said to be polar, and others are said to be non-Polar, but 
there seems to be hesitation to apply polar theories to solids in general. 
This subject has been investigated by Smyth and Hi tchcocl&.3 1'hey .found 
some substances vd th a sharp melting point, such as ni trobenzene, ethylene 
chloride, aniline, and phenol, show a sharp fall of dielectric constant at 
this point 1vhan freezing, and therea.f ter behave as non-polar or only slie;htly 
polar solids. The fall of dielectric constant is very sharp and accompanied 
22Miner., ££• ~., p. 20. 
23c. F. Smyth and c. s. Hitchcock, 11Dipole Rotation in Crystalline Solids,.'• 
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by a sharp maximum in the loss angle, which mir.:r extend over only a few degreeo 
of tam.paratm·e.. 'I'he explanation of dielectric constant change is a "freezing 
in" of the dipoles. Ho theor'J exists rihich enables the calculation of the 
losses. O ther substances such as hydrochloric acid and dimethyl sulphate, shc:r~1 
only a small change of dielectric constant at the freezing point and behave 
as highly polar solids dmm to a certain transition tempera.tu.re. This trru.1si-
tion temperature for hydrochloric acid is at minus 174 degrees Centigrade 
(ninety degrees below its ;freezing point). At this temperature the dielectrio 
constant falls abruptly as ·though this were its freezing point. For hydro-
chloric acid, the dielectric constant falls from 17.5 to 3.0 within a tempera-
ture range of one degree Centigrade and is accompanied by a sharp maximum in 
the loss angle. An explanation is g:i.ven by Pauling24 who says that dipoles 
are fi·ee to rotate in the solid state so long as their energy exceeds a value 
depending on their size and moment of inertia. Ha also does not give any 
explanation for the high loss at this point. 
4. Cr'JStalline Structure 
Crystalline structure has been :recognized as a factor in determining di-
electric constant. Some authors attribute the super-high dielectric constants 
to an unusual crystal structure, and unexpected variations in dielectric con-
st.ant w:i th temperature or other factors are sometimes said to be due to change:s 
in crystalline structure. A few substances, such as sulphur, have a higher 
dielectric constant in the solid state than in the liquid, and this has also 
been attributed to the crystalline structure of the solid. However, very litta 
has been done to correlate dielectric constant vd th the various types of crys-
talline structure, or to formulate laws of dielectric constant which involve 
241. Pauling, 11 '11he Rotational Motion of Molecules in ~'rystals, 1t Pb.zsica]. 
Reviev,, XXXVI (August, 1930), 430-443. 
crystalline structure. iiausner2.5 suggest,s that some types of crystal latticea 
have polar properties, while others do not, even though the same molecules 
compose them. 
Wainer26 has developed a theory involving ionic radii. Atomic or ionic 
radius is a factor in determining cr.rstal structure. He represents ions by 
rigid spheres., which do not indicate the physical size of the ions; but ra.thel" 
the area over which the ion may exert tl.1e particular influence under discussions 
on its nei[")lbors. He redefines the term, polarization, as the ability of some 
particle in an electric field to exert a distorting force, and assumes that tll.e 
negative ions are polarizable. The positive ions are acted upon and distorteci 
by the negative ions. Capacity is therefore dependent upon the dimensions of 
the crystal lattice and the effective ionic radii. I:f the spacing is such 
that there is an overlapping of these imaginary spheres., the cause and effect 
relation is hindered and the dielectric constant is low·. .As the spacing is 
increased, the hindering is less, and a maximum in dielectric constant is ob-
tained at a certain optimum distance where the spheres are tan1:,•tmt. As spacing 
is further increased, the interacting forces are less utilized, and the di-
electric constant decreases. Figure 4 shows this mechanism for titanium dioxide.· 
Supporting data is given for the ti tana.tes of magnesium, calciiun, strontium., 
and barium, as 1mll as for titanium dioxide. 
11.ochelle salts have been studied by Sawyer and Tcmei2.7 in regard to their 
dielectric constant., losses, and piezoelectric properties. One sample gave a 
25n. II •• Hausner, "Research on Barium 'l"'ita.na.te in the u.s.s.R., 11 Ceramic 
~' L (S&ptember., 1947), 162-164. 
26.iainer, S!.• ~., PP• 343-353. 
27 c. B. Sa1ryer and c. H. Tovrer, "Rochelle Salt as a Dielectric., n Physical 
Heview., XLV (May, 1934)., 654-6.55. 
16 
dielectric constant of 18.,000. Valasek28 found that the high dielectric con-
sta.nt and the piezoelectric properties both disappeared at the same tempera-
ture. Sawyer and Tower29 obtained hysterlsis loops on an oscilloscope for 
mechanically restrained and unrestra.i.ned crystals. The loops were larger 
ror the U..'ll"estr.rlned crystal., and all loops increased in an area with decreas-
ing temperature. A maximum insta..•TGaneous value of dielectric constant of 
200.,000 ·was calculated from one of' the loops,_ and the value for the overall 
loop excluding the sat,uration region was 10.,500. Again correlat,ion ·with 
CT'JStal structure is suggested. 
28 J. Valasek., "Infrared Absorption by itochelle Salt Crystals,_ tt l'hzt!ical. 
Review., XLV (J,Iay., 19.34)., 654-655. 
- · 
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D. Anomalous Properties and Dielectric Losses 
1. Absorption 
One of the anomalous properties is absorption which results in del~yed 
charge or discharge. If a direct potential is applied to a condenser., there 
will be an initial,rush of charging current plus a small leakage current. The 
lealrage current 1vill persist at a constant value, but the chargi..'1g current 
normally ceases quickly. However., in some cases it persists for long periods 
of time, tJ1ough small and decreasing. Similarly on discharging., there will 
be an initial rush of current vthich normally ceases quickly. When absorption 
has occurred., this current may a.lso persist for long periods at small and de-
creasing values. If the discharge path is opened during this procedure., and 
later connected, the discharge current vdll be higher upon recormecting than 
it 17as when the circuit was broken. This procedure may be continued reveal-
ing a logri thmic decrease in ini tia.l currents. Tw'O types of absorption have 
been observed. Reversible absorption occurs .men the material gives up its 
total charge, even though over a very long period of time. Irreversible ab-
sorption occurs when the material ~ives up only a portion of its tot.:'11 charge. 
The discharge current in this case decays at a rate which is dependent upon 
the applied potential. Some liquids and composite solids are said to exhibit 
this phenomena • 
.An important theory of absorption was given by Maxwell. He considered. a 
dielectric a.s having properties or capaei ty and conduetivi ty which are inde-
pendent., but interact to produce absorption .. The substance under considera-
tion cannot be homogeneous, but must have impurities or layers of other sub-
stances interven:tng. As an example" consider a two layer dielectric between 
conducting plates. (See Fig. 5) Each la-.rer has a thickness of unity. Layer 
one has a dielectric constant of one a.~d a resistance of 1ol2 ohms., while 
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layer two has a dielectric constant ol' t·wo and a resistance of 4 x 1ol2 ohms. 
Neglecting conduction, at first, assu.11e an electric flux density of one, wtrl.ch 
must be the same in both dielectrics, to be set up by the applied voltage. 
Since E, the voltage gradient., equals D/€, E1 equals l and ~ equals .5. 
'I'hese are the voltage gro.clients duo to the dielectric constants alone. 3ir.ce 
E is equal to V numerically in th:i.s case, the total applied voltage JJR1st be 
1.5. Ueglecting dielectric constants., the voltage of 1.5 will cause a conduc-
tion current to flow which ,dll set up a different voltage gradient. 'l'he cur-
rent vdll be the same in both dielectrics so the voltages across each will be 
in proportion to their resistances. V1 equals E1 vnrl.ch equals 0.3. V2 equals 
E2 which equals 1.2. Since D equals E.E, the mnr electric flt1,"C densities are 
DJ. equal 'to 0.3 and D2 equal to 2.4. This condition can not exist, since 
lines of .flux eminating .from a positive charge must alwa:rs teri,rl.nate on a 
negative. Therefore, there must be another charge present, Ylirl.ch is not on 
the conductinc plates. At first., U..l'lequa.l current;s must have begun to flow 
in the dielectrics in accordance with the conditions first, described. These 
caused a charge to accu.'11Ulate at the botmdary allovr.i.ng the second set of con-
ditions to exist. 'l'his charge, represented by D2 - D:J. is the absorbed charge, 
Whitehead30 states that. there is some experimental evidence to con.firm this 
(;heory, but a greo.t deal of evidence that does not confirm it. I:foTtever, its 
irn.porto.nce is justified by its basic approach, and it may well be one of sev-
eral factors involved in the problem. 
li:i.ner3l advances the idea that unusual variations in conductivity may 
result, in absorption. Gases and liquids do not always follo,·r Ohm's Law. 
30vnutehead., op. cit., p. h5. --- -
3lmner., ~· ~ • ., pp. 27-28. 
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An increase in eJ.ectric field resul·ts in a smaller increase of current up to 
a certain point below breakdown. Then the cur1·ent increases faster than the 
increase in electric field. Uo e:xpla,ation for this is given. Gases and 
1.iqu:i.ds which have high rosistivi ty exhibit a current saturation ef.fect. This 
is due to the ions, formed by pulling off electrons, being pulled to one of 
the plat.es. 
2. Dielectric Hysterisis 
Dielectric hysterisis has been proposed to explain absorption effects 
as well as a loss in dielectrics which has been noted to increase with fre-
quency and which is not due to conduction. Schwaige:e and Sorenson.32 explain 
this as a time lag of current - that is, the charging current does not, lead the 
applied voltage by ninety degrees, btlt by 90 degrees minus S • Figure 6 shOTflJ 
a. vector diagram of this condition. I 0 is the theoretical eapaci tance cur-
rent.. To this is added In, a current which lags Io by an angle 9'. due to di-
electric hysterisis. The resultant I leads the voltage by an angle 4> and 
lags I 0 by an angle I . Ir,, the conduction currant in phase with the applied 
voltage :must also be added giving Ii, the final resultant current lagging I 0 
by an angle S, • An increase in In will therefore increase the charging cur-
rent, Io• Ic, and hence the capacity, as well as increasing the conductivity 
component, Iv~ I1. 
1.iiner33 states that closed loops have been obtained plotting polariza-
tion against electric intensi-t:,y, but that, the lag is only temporary and the 
loop would therefore be dependent on time. He also says that no saturation 
phenomena is found,. although he has previously stated that dielectric constant 
32A. Sehvraiger and R. w. Sorenson, Theory of Dielectrics, pp. 36-38. 
33Miner, S:• ~ • ., pp. 26-27. 
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does vary with field int.ensi ty • Whi tehead.34 shows such loops attributed to 
1buline, and says that ot,h0rn of electric intensity versus total charge have 
been plotted, but does not show these nor give the source. The analogy 'l'dth 
a magnetic hysterisis loop is suggested by both authors, but the validity of 
the analogy is questioned. Dielectric hysterisis loops 11hich plot field in-
tensity versus tot.al charge for barium tit ... "l.llate are reported by Wul and Gold-
man.35 They sho,r that ·the areas of t,he loops decrease with temperature. They 
were -~.aken at, fifty cycles. These loops are said to be one of t;he raany tm-
usual properties of th.ts clielectric, which has a super-hif,h dielectric con-
stant. 
Anderson and Kea.ne36 explain the residual charge occurring in the hyster ... 
isis loops in terms of resistivity. They first postulate that both resistivii:;y 
and dielectric constant vary continuously bet-ween the electrodes. Poisson's 
equation is - - ..,... '7· E 1L £ (15) 
·where'T"'is charge density• Since variation in only one direction this may 
be written a - ,T--. E • ..i... a,- £. (16) 
However, it has now- been specified that the dielect,ric constant £, also 
varies Hi th the dist,ance, x. 
k (fE')=,.. (17) 
34w1u tehead, ~· cit., pp. 53-59. 
35B. M. Wul and I. M. L'-oldman, translated by II. H. Hausner, "Dielectric 
Hysterisis in Barium Titanate," Comptes R.endus (Doklady) ~ !' Academia des 
Sciences 9-!!. !'.!!•li•~·~·, LI (January, 194b), 21-23. 
36A. Anderson and T. Keane., ttA Study of Dielectric Hysterisis," The 
London, Edinbur 1, and Dublin Philosoph.i.cal Magazine and Journal of Science, 
Xxrv {February, 91~ li37-44.3. - -
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Ohm I s Law in slightly al tared form mt,y be 1,,ri tten E equals '-f, where E is the 
potential gradient in volts per centimeter., c.. is the current density in amper,eis 
per square centi1neter., andf is the resistivity in ohm centi:neters. The cur-
rent density must ,)e a. constant., so the preceeding equation may take the form: 
(18) 
Integration between the limits£, p, and~ P1., the values at the respective plates, 
gives the total charge per unit area of the plates which has been absorbed 
in the dielectric. 
(19) 
The residual charge always has the same sign as the primary charge. 'I'his 
leads the authors to the conclusion that the resistance of the dielectric is 
dependent upon electron densit;y. Continued application of an electric field 
results in an electron drift which gives different values of resistivity at 
different points. The charges on the plates are given by: 
(20) 
so the ratio of residual to initial charge is 
'I E~ (I"" - E, P, (2l) 
Q, :' £, f, 
'l'he authors then state that it appears probable from experiment that £. equals 
E~, so that 
(22) 
When the field is removed., the residual charge disappears gradually and f, 
approaches f1. in value. They conducted a. series of experiments on sulphur and 
found that residua.I charge is dependent upon applied voltage and varied 
closely according to the law 
, o.o s V 
~-: V+to (23) 
3. Complex Dielectric Constant 
Another approach to the study of dielectric loss, is in the concept of 
complex dielectric constant. An explanation of this is given by Hrunburger.37 
His vievr is of . oscillating dipoles in a varyi.ng electric field. A difference 
in phase occurs between the dipole moment (and hence the polarization) and 
the electric field. Therefore the raoment, the polarization, and the dielec-
trio constant a.re complex. 
E. £ '- j £ ,, (24) 
In a dielectric under alternating stress, the current has a component vihich 
leads the voltage by ninety degrees and results in stored energy. It also 
has a component in phase with the applied voltage Tihich rasul ts in energy 
loss. £. 1 is t.he ninety degree component,, which is normally referred to as 
the simple dielectric constant and is ·t;hat which is measured on a bridge. 
,, 
'.t'he in phase, or loss, component is £ • 
E .... I 
wRCo 
(25) 
nhere Wis 2n"times the frequency, C0 is the capc:,city of the condenser in a 
vacuum, and R is the equivalent shunt resistance. Ener~ loss is expressed 
as a. phase angle,¢, so that 
tan¢= (26) 
Delr<.re.38 gives the follmrlng equations for . ' ~ calculat:rng € and E 
, E, - E. - ( 27) 
(-= E-. + I+ [ lE.+2.)i./(E .. +2.t] w~'Y&. 
E"= (E.-E..,) (<t.t2)/(e .. +J)]w'Y (28) 
I+- [ (lo+-'1)1./ (£.,.+ 2 )&] WL "r2. 
.371,'. Hamburger, Jr., "Polar l.folecules, 'l'heir Contribution to i::nergy 
Loss in Dielectrics.,'* Physical H.evievr, XXXV (I~, 19.30), 1119-1124. 
JSp. Delr<Je, Polar Llolecules, p. 91. 
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where E. is the dielectric consto.nt under direct voltage, E. is the dielec-
tric constant at a. very high frequency approachii:-ic infinity, and ~ is the 
relaxation time - the time required for all molecules to revert to their ran-
dom state after removing the impressed field. £0 1 £ .. and 7' var,.r vd th tem-
perature, so the values used must he for a given temperature. Crane39 states 
that, in practice, £0 and ~- are usually taken as those values on each side 
of a region of anomalous dispersion. 
Sk:i.lling40 introduces complex dielectric constant in this manner. Con-
nidor an electric vrave moving through a dielectric in the ny11 direction, and 
whose value is given by 
r:- r:- Jwt · .:I: rJt 
~ !) :' .. "' ... " (. 1. (29) 
ii/1181'8 t is time, and X is distance, and r is the propagation function whose 
value is 
(30) 
r i::; the conductivlty. '11he complex dielectric constant is defined as 
(31) 
This expression also occurs in the equation of intrinsic imped.a.nee 
)t_ • V t c:-+.f.;.) (32) 
The more fa.rn:l.liar :forms are observed by setting Y- equal to zero in these 
expressions. 
The 11Q11 of a dielectric, analogous to the 11Q11 of a tuned circuit, is 
defined as 
(33) 
39A. u . u .• Crane, ~ Dielectric Constant ~ Petroleur.i. Wax,, p. 23 • 
Skilling, Fu.ndD.mentals of Slectric Vfavea,, p. 127. 
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4.. Variation of Losses iii th Frequency 
Dielectric loss has been shown to increase vd th increasing frequency 
for soine ma;bJrials, de-crease Yd.th increasing frequency for others, and re:ma.in 
constcmt with frequency for ot,hers. Theories have been developed to show 
why arry- one of those conditions should exist. Whiteheadhl explains the hypo-
thesis of K. Ff. Wagner to show why all of i:;hese conditions may eJdst. 
Considering a dielectric to be non-homogeneous, an ideal two laym:• dielea-
tric is studied as before, for simplicity. An absorption constant., h, is 
defined, 
h= E',Y;,-£2.r. 
E., EJ. { r; - r2.)1' 





A curve may be plotted showing how loss 1'TouJ.d then var"'J as is done in Figure 
7. It is seen that the tangent, of the loss angle reaches a maximum value of 
h 
y;hen wt is • 'l'his peak may be very broad in some cases • 
T'ne conclusion is dr-mm tha.t, for many materials, the value of h is such that 
ver'J extreme frequeneies must be used to get on a different portion of the 
curve. Hence, over a normal r a..'1r;e of frequencies only a single characterist:b 
is noted. 
41vmitehead, ~· cit., pp. 92-102. 
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E. Dielectric Breakdomi 
When a dielectric is subjected to incre~wing electric fields., a point 
is reached where conductivity suddenly increases. The reasons for this are 
not }mown, but many theories have bean developed. There may be several f'ac-
tors ,n.tlch account for the different types of breakcloYm. 
1. Gases 
.Dreakdmm in ~ases :i.s best understood. There is no a]'.>preciable conduc-
tion or absorption prior i.:,o brea.kdom1 and failure occurs at certain definite 
values of potential gradient. Breakdown voltage is directly proportional to 
the pressure of the gas. 'i"he mechanism of breakdmm is explained b<J SchwaieeY." 
and Sorenson~ The current is a movement of electrons., which., in a vacmu:n, 
would follm1 the lines of electric flux. In a gas they can not do this, as 
they continually collide with gas molecules which defiect them and cause them 
to .follov; a zigzag pa.th. When a cert,.'J.in critical gradient is reached, the 
electrons strike the molecules wit,h sufficient force to dislodge other elec-
trons. The process becomes cumulative until an appreciable cm~rent is flow-
ing. M:ine:r43 states that breakclmm occu:rs at a constant value of gradient 
for gases., but Sch'\'raiger and Sorenson44 state that the potential gradient, re-
quired for brealcdo-1m is less for greater spacing of the electrodes. This is 
explained by the longer path for electrons and greater number of collisions 
which nm.st then occur. There is a ti.rue lag in building up this elec ::ron 
avalanche and the lag decreases Trl th greater .field strength. Hence the punc-
42Schwaiger and Sorenson., ~· £!!•., pp. 20-24. 
4.3,f.· • t. ';)('\ J"-1.ner., on. ci· • ., P. ..JV• -- - . 
44schwaiger and Sorenson, loc. ~· 
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ture strength is greater for a s}1orter applied stress. 
2. Liquids 
The breakdown of liquid dielectrics is more complex, and no rules have 
been laid dovm which apply to all of them. Attempts have been made to con-
sider liquids as highly compressed gases, but experiment,al evidence does not 
support this theory. In general., the brealcdorm voltage of liquids is not 
high enough in cornparison w:i. th :7:ases, as it would have to be were this the 
case. The liquids differ among themselves in breakdorm properties. 
3. Solids 
The breakdovm. of solid dielectrics is more complex still. At the criti-
cal voltage gradient, the current increases rapidly and burns or punctures 
the dielectric. The source of charged particles, vmose flow constitutes this 
current, is not definitely knmm. The critical gradient decreases with i.n-
creasing temperature and is not affected b:{ changes in pressure below the region 
of the elastic lilni t. 
lfagner45 proposes t,hermal causes for breakdown of solid dielectrics. 
Again impurities, or non-uniform composition nmst be considered. Some areas 
of the dielectric may have lower resistance than others, causing a non-uniform 
current distribution. 'i.'he areas of lower resistance are heated more rapicUy. 
If the heat is not all conduct0d array, the spot becomes hotter and, therefore, 
probably has lower resistance still, since most dielectric materials have a 
negative temperature coefficient of resistance. 'I'his effect becomes cumulative 
until breakdoYm occurs. Joffe46 states that thermal breakdovm. may occur in a 
45K. 11. 1fagner, 111'he Physical Nature of t,he Electrical Breakdo·m1 of Solid 
Dielectrics," Transactions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers~ 
XLV (June, 1926), 983~97. - ·-- - -
4/ 4 5 0 A. F. Joffe, The Physics of C:1:7st.a.ls, pp. 15 -1 9. 
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homogeneous ma:terial. He cites the work of a number of experimenters who have 
shmm this. Breakdown occurs nea:c the center of the dielectric, since less 
heat is conducted away from this region, and it takes an appreciable tine to 
occur., since some time is required to heat the dielectric. 
Another group of theories assumes a now of ions in the dielectric. High 
temperatures 1muld ca.use ion formation., but at ordinary "t,eraperatures, collision 
ionization would be necessary t.o a.cco,mt for breakdovm. Jo:ffe47 develops a 
theory shovd.ng t..11.at exceeding a critical ion density causes breakdovm. I-Ioove:r40 
otates that there is an equilibrium betvreen electrons leaving the molecules ai1:d 
ions receivinCT electrons. His theory is that breakdo1m occurs vn1en ions take 
on sufficient velocity and the equilibrium is destroyed, causing current flovr. 
D-lsru.ptive theories, ano.J.ogoua to mechanical breakdmms., are al.so advocated. 
1iiner49 notes that dielectrics which have a low at.o:mic weight and f e,·r elect1"<>11 
orbits, have rri.gher dielectric strengths. 1'he forces holding the electrons 
are greater, and more energy is required to disrupt the molecules. J'Jaterials 
of high atomic 1·reight, are poorer insulators relatively. 'l'he destruction of 
the lattice arrangement of CI"Jstalline substances may also be a cause. Sodiunt 
chloride is cited, nhich is an insulator in crystalline form., bu:, a conductor 
otherwise. Breakdown may also be affected by mechanical stress. Breakdown 
voltage has been reduced to ten per cent of i·ts nominal value by mechanical 
stress near the elastic limit. Cracks in a material often cause the breakdown 
voltage to be less. Another factor is electrical fatigue, which seems to be 
47~., pp. 162-170. 
4Bp. L. Hoover, lf'fue ;lechanism of Breakdown of D"lelectrics," Transactions 
of ~ :l.111erica.n Institute of Electrical En&i;neers., XLV (June, 1926), 953-997 ... 
49u~ •.a. Jr:' l\J.l.Uer, ~• ~•, P• ;)e 
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analogous to mechanical fatigue. A repetition of impulse voltages will tend 
to lower 'the breakdmm voltage if the iJ,pulses are eighty par cent of the sin£tle 
impulse breaJ.:dovm voltage according to Peek.50 The damage in general increasoa 
vd th time and is pe:t"Jn,:ment., al though some materials have shown an improvement 
a.:fter a 11rest 11 period. 
Moon and 1Jorcross51 have proposed that each of these tbree classes of 
theol'.>ies is true in its ovm tem,_uerature ra.11ge. 1'hey sh011ed the three types of 
breakdown occurrinc: in alass., a:nd s11.t11.rna.rized their results in the graph of 
Figure 8. Inves:,igation of othe · materials showed these regions to VDrJ in 
temperature range, as in the f ollovdng table. 
Haterial Disruptive· Ionic Thermal 1st i'ransf. 2nd I'ransf. 
':Cemp. 'fe.'Up. 
Kv/cm Kv/cm Kv/cm degrees c. degrees c. 
Fused quartz 5000 1815 560 - 31 270 
Pyrex 4800 1050 200 - 20 140 
G-l Glass 3100 1200 102 + 22 150 
Gover Glass 730 (jJ + 20 165 
Lime Glass 4500 355 32 - 33 217 
Celluloid (125) 2500 420 - 10 140 
India ruby mica 106oo - •100 
Another possible mechanism of solid breakdmm is explained by Del 2lar., 
DaVidson, and n:arvin.52 A particle of higher clielectric con:irta..'1t is imbec1ded 
in the dielectric. It will concentrate lines. of elect:r:i.c flux to itself, creai~-
ing points of exces:c:; electric flu..~ density. Decomposition takes place and 
conducting nee(Ues form. An insignificant foreign particle may gradually but 
5~. W. Peek., Dielectric Phenomena ~ High-Vol t..:.'1ge fa1@neering., p. 243. 
5lp. ~i. Uoon and A. s. ~io:rcross., 11 Three Regions of Dielectric BreakdO\m, 11 
'l'ransactions of the Ame:c:Lcan Institute of :Slectrical ,.:::ngineers, XLLX: (ApriJ.., 
19 30)., 155-16>': -
52w. A. Dal IJar, H. i: •. )avldson, and R. n. IJm·vin., "Inectric Strength of 
Solid and Liquid Dielectrics, 11 Transactions of the lu:ierican Institute of '.J.ec-
trical l.!hepeers, XLVI (June, 1927)1 lo49-l.Ool.- - --
cumulatively destroy the insulation in this v1a:y. Confirmation is found in 
exa.minD.tion of many solid dielectrics in vrhich breakdovm has occurred. 'l'he 
punctures resemble a series of needle points thrust tl:1rough t...11e dielectric. 
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A. Purpose and Background 
It was decided to conduct an investigation into the dielectric properties 
of sulphur. Sulphur was chosen for study since it is one of the few chemical 
elements which are good insulators, it has an interesting crystullin~ struc-
ture, and it is easily obtainable. '.I'he study of a chemical element was thougbt 
desirable since this simplified structure might ma.lee easier the interpreting 
of the results. Other chemical elements wnich are insulators are phosphorous 
and boron. Phosphorous is not. oasy to handle and boron is not readily obtain-
able. 
Sulphur is the sixt,eenth element in the periodic table, and has an atomic, 
weight of thirty-two. Data on its structure is given 1,-,.; Hackh and Grant.l 
In the solid sta:t.e it ex:l.sts as a molecule composed of eight atoms in a ring 
arrangement as shown in Figure 9. Below ninety-six degrees Centigrade, the 
crystalline form is the rhombic, octahedral pattern of Figure 10. 'i'he inter-
axial angles, Cl(. 1 f I and r are all ninety degrees. 'Ihe axes, a, b, and C 
are all of different length. Above ninety-six degrees Centigrade and up to 
its melting point of one hundred fourteen degrees Centigrade, it exists in th(• 
monoclinic, prismatic form of Figure 11. 'l'he ir.teraxial angles, o<. , and t""' 
are ninety degrees, but ~ is an acute angle. The axes, a, b., and c., are of 
unequal length. 
Mellor2 gives the following data on the electrical resistivity of sul-
phur. H. 'l'herlfaJ.1 found the resistivi·bJ of Cl""IJstalline sulphur at seventy-
five degrees Centigrade to be 6.8 x 1025 ohm-centimeters and that this value 
lr. ff. D. Hackh and J. Grant, Chemical Dictionary, pp. 262-264. 
2J. w. Mellor, !,_ Comprehensive 'l'reatise ~ Inorganic ~ Theoretical 
~atx'z, PP• 77-79• 
decreased with increasing temperature. H. Heumann gives 2 x 1Q18 to 
2 x 1019 ohm-centimeters as the resistivity at ordinary ten:peratures. Liquid 
sulphur has increasing conduoti vi ty up to one hundred sixty degrees Cen tigrad<t 
according to D. H. Black. It then £'alls to a minimum at one hundred eighty-
five degrees., and therea.i'ter increases. 'This behavior corresponds to viscosity 
changes. The resistivj_t,y a.t one hundred sixty"-three degrees is eiven as 
7 .5 x 1010 ohm-centimeters. Values at lovr temperatures are not given. 
llell.or3 also gives the following data on the dielectric constant of sul-
phur. It is typical of 1nuch of the information· found on dielectric constants 
in general. L. Blotzmann measured the dielectric constant,s of sulphur 
crystals in the directions of the tbree a'tes and found them to be respectively' 
4.773, 3.,970., and .3.811. F. Rosetti and M. Faraday gave 2.24 for the dielec-
tric constant; A. W'ullner 2.88 to 3 .. 21J F. P..osetti., 1.81; J. E. II. Gordon., 
2.!>793J J. J. 'fuomson., 2.4; c. B. Thwing., 2.69; M. Lefebore., 2. 7J w. Schmidt., 
3.95 for a Tnr,relengt.h of seventy-five meters for freshly cast and after ageing, 
3.90; and R. FelJ.inger gave 4.05 and J.6o for infinite wavelength. 
The electrical moment of the sulphur molecule was measured by Taylor 
and Hideal vm.o found it to be 7 .5 x 10-18 electrostatic units. 
'l'he tests consisted o.f measuri.ng the dielectric constant of sulphur a..nd., 
where possible., the losses., under varying temperature., frequency, and electro-
static stress. The method used was to measure the capacity of a condanser 
w.i. th a dielectric of sulphur, and compare it with the capacity of the same 
condenser with an air dielectric. 'I'he tests were made, not. w;l. th the object 
of determining values of dielectric constant mrl.ch are absolutely- correct., 
but to obtain values w'hioh are relatively correct., so that the variations in 
3 ~ ... pp. 11-19. 
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dielectric constant may be studied and reasons for these variations deduced. 
Further the work has been done Tri th a v.iew of seeking material which requires 
additional study, and possibly special equipment not now available, so that 
others who follcm in this project may be guided toward more fruitful study. 
B. Equipment and Procedure 
Capacity 1'ffi.S measm·ed on a. General Radio Type 821-A Twin-'f. Measuring 
Circuit. It is a null-type instru..1Uent for measuring impedances in the range 
37 
of 46o kilocycles to 40 megacycles. Bo·th suscepi::.ance and conductance are 
measured. The dial is calibrated directly in micromicrofarads of capacity, 
ho-wever.. The conductance :Ls read .from a dial calibrated in micromhos for 
frequencies of 1., 3, 10., a.'1.d 30 megacycles. At other frequencies., a ratio ma,y 
be applied to obtain the true conductance. I'he error is given as plus or minus 
0.1% plus 2 micromicrofarads for capacity., and 2% of the reading plus 0.1% 
of the fu:U scale value for conductance. The circuit is shown in li'igu.re 12. 
There are tvro parallel paths .from the i;enerator to the detector, a-b-c, and 
a-d-c. no energy is transferred from t,he generator to the detector 1men the 
transfer impedances (defined~ the ratio of input voltage to output current 
Yfl1en the output termina.ls are short-circuited) are equal and opposite. 'l11e 
circuit :Ls initially balanced to a null. The condenser to be measured is con .. 
nected across the "Unlmown'' terminals. 'l'he conductance and susceptance con-
densers are again adjusted for a null., and the difference from the original 
readings gives the desired values. 
As the sign.al source, a United Sta:tes Army Frequency Meter BC-221-M, 
manufactured by the Bendix Radio Corporation, was used. 'rh.is instrument give~J 
an out""Put over the range of .125 to 20 megacycles. A Signal Corps Receiver, 
BC-348-H. was used for a detector. Its frequency range is .2 to .5 megacycles 
and 1.5 to 18 megacycles. A crystal filter in this receiver vras helpful in 
reducing noise and making the null more easily discernable. HoYrever., the 
amount of noise output from the receiver was still too great to permit maximum 
accuracy, so a. filter vras connected to the receiver output. Th.is filter ilmed 
sharply to about 1,000 cycles, so that adjustment of' the receiver output to 
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this frequency resulted in a signal vihich con ::.ained an extremely small amount 
of noise. ;.'he output was observed both on earphones and on an oscilloscope, 
a Du 1:Jont 'fype 146 Y.rhich has a three-inch tube. It nas found that a phase 
shifting circuit to put a circular pattern on the oscilloscope further aid.ad 
in more accurate de"l;ection of the null. 
'l.'he experiment required apply::i.ng a high direct voltage to the test con-
denser from a rectifier hav:i.ng a voltage output variable between 108 and 15,000 
vol ts. This could not have been done di1~ectly vd thout damage to the impedance 
:measuring circuit. A special circuit to accomplish this is sh01m in li'igu:re 13-. 
A radio frequency t,ra.ns.former -rm.s necessary to isolate the measuring circuit, 
and a capacitor kept the high voltage from appearing on the transformer. 'The 
circuit was also protected by fuses as shown. 'l'he readings taken with this 
procedure 1vere recorded and corrected by placing a prev:i.ously calibrated var-
iable capacitor in place o:1' the test capacitor and repeating the readings. 
Since the proper variable conductance could not be obtained., an an1:11eter was 
used to measure leakaGe current directly. 
'l'he veria·tion of temperature ,,as best acco:mplished tr:.r using an inmersion .... 
type air condenser. A boaker could then be filled Tdth the dielectric material 
and the test condenser immersed in it, and heating and cooling were thus 
f acili ·t;a. ted. 
It was .found that the air content of powdered sulphur was quite high a.nd 
reduced the apparent dielectric constant by a large amount. The amount of this 
air ,rould vary w:i. th t:.emperature, which would invalidate the results on a rela-
tive basis. It was decided, therefore, to first :melt the sulphur and allow it. 
to solicli.fy in the condenser in a hard form. 
1"'11e test condenser was carefully inspected for very nearly equal plate 
spacing. It was then boiled in distilled Trater to 1'01:iove contruninating mat,eria.ls. 
H<>"\'fever, other sources of error are still present. Due to the construction of 
the condenser, all the capacity is not betwaen the plates themselves. Havt-
ever., t..i.is is a. constant factor. 1'he spacing was probably not exactly the 
same throughout, ,1hich would lead to unequal stress on the dielectric material. 
This also was a constant factor, but might have lea.cl to making larger the 
variation in dielectric constant which it is desired to study,. could it have 
been corrected for. Air was probably present to some degree in the solidii'ied 
sulphur. Hovrever., this effect must have been negligible., since the sulphur 
1ms remelted many times during the course of the experi.'llent, and the dielec-
tric constant would return to its original value on solidifying. For the samB 
reason., if any chemical reaction betireen the condenser plates and the sulphur 
had rasul ted., its effect Tras negligible on -the dielectric constant. The ef-
.rect of impurities which may have been in the sulphur is not known. It has 
been pointed out previously that several theories of the behavior of dielectric 
constants are based on the presence of irdpuri ties, even the extremely minute 
amou..'1ts of i.'n!,;>urities that still exist in the purest substances that rnay be 
chemically produced. Th.erefore., this effect can not be disregarded in the 
analysis of the results. ':i'he sulphur tested was commercially obtained "Chem-
ically' Purett sulphur., and no attempt 1vas made a.t further purification. A.rJy 
inaccuracy in the ealib:ration of frequency of 'the signal generator vrould have 
been negligible since dielectric constant varied very little over very Wide 
ranges of frequency. The same may be said for any variation in the output 
voltage o:f the signal genera tor w:i. th frequency. Another oource of error was 
the uneven heating of the sulphur. 11his effect would have been appreciable in 
determining the absolute value of dielectric constant, si..nce the thermometer 
did not read the exact value of temperature of the sulphur between the plates 
of the condenser. Again resultB were relatively correct, however, and reading$ 
cou..ld be repeated. 
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Dielectric Constant versus Temperature 
Frequency constant at o.5 mega.c-,rcles, conductivity too loY, to measure in 
all cases, capacity in air 56. 7 m.i.croraicrofara.da. 
Tamp. Capacity Dielectric Temp. Capacity Dielectric 
Deg. Cent. uu.f Const. Deg. Cent. uu.f Const. 
115 150.2 2.649 7 156.o 2.751 
uo 152.3 2.686 2 155.8 2.748 
105 l.5J.8 2.712 -4 15~.6 2.744 
100 154.9 2.732 -9 15S.J 2.739 
95 156.o 2.751 -15 154.9 2.732 
B5 156.2 2.755 -21 154.2 2.720 
15 156.2 2.755 -26 153.l 2.700 
65 1:56.2 2.755 -32 151.0 2.663 
55 156.J 2.757 -37 150.J 2.651 
45 156.J 2.757 -43 150.0 2.646 
35 156.3 2.757 -46 150.0 2.646 
25 156.3 2.1,7 -51 150.2 2.649 
18 156.J 2.nn ... 57 150.4 2.65J 
13 156.2 2.155 
Table II 
Dielectric Constant versus Temperature 
Jlrequency constant at 1.5 megacycles, conductivity too low to measure 
in all cases, capacity in air 56. 7 micromicrofarads. 
'i'emp. Capacity Dielectric Temp. Capacity Dielectric 
Deg. Cent. uu.f Const. Deg. Cent. uuf Const. 
115 150.1 2.647 7 156.1 2.753 
110 152.2 2.684 2 155.9 2.750 
105 154.o 2.716 -4 155.6 2.744 
100 155.l 2.735 -9 155.3 2.739 
95 156.o 2.751 -15 154.9 2.732 
85 156.2 2.155 -21 154.J 2.721 
75 156.2 2.155 -26 153.2 2.702 
65 156.2 2.755 -32 151.0 2.663 
55 1.56.J 2.757 -37 150.4 2.653 
45 156.J 2.757 -43 150.l 2.647 
35 156.3 2.757 -h6 150.0 2.646 
25 156.3 2.757 -51 150.l 2.647 
18 156.J 2.757 -57 150.3 2.651 
13 156.2 2.155 
Table III 
Dielectric Constant versus Temperature 
1'requency constant at 2.5 megacycles, conductivity too low to measure 
:i.n all cases., capacity in air 56. 7 mioramicro.f"arads. 
Temp. Capacity Dielectric Temp. Capacity Dielectric 
Deg .• Cent. uui' Const. Deg. Cent. uuf Const. 
115 J.50.1 2.647 7 156.l 2.753 
llO 152.4 2.688 2 155.9 2.750 
10$ 153.9 2.714 -4 155.6 2.74!,. 
100 155.l 2.735 -9 155.3 2.739 
95 156.l 2.753 -15 154.9 2.732 
85 156.2 2.755 -21 154.2 2.720 
15 156.2 2.755 -26 153.l 2.700 
65 156.2 2.755 -32 150.9 2.661 
55 156.3 2.757 -37 1,0 • .3 2.651 
45 156.3 2.757 -43 1,0.0 2.646 
35 156 • .3 2.151 -46 1,0.0 2.646 
25 156.3 2.757 -51 150.2 2.649 
18 156.2 2.155 -51 150.3 2.651 
13 156.2 2,755 
Table IV 
Dielectric Constant versus Temperature 
Frequency constant at 4.0 me:gacyeles., eonduetin.ty too lovr to measure i:n 
all cases, capa.ci ty in air 56. 7 micromicrofarads. 
Temp. Capacity Dielectric Temp. Capacity Dielectri•D 
Deg. Cent. uuf Const. Deg. Cent. uu.r Const. 
ll5 149.9 2.644 7 156~1 2.753 
110 152.3 2.686 2 155.9 2.750 
105 153.9 2.714 -4 155.6 2.744 
100 155.3 2.739 .... 9 155,3 2.739 
95 1S6.o 2.751 -)$ l5li.9 2.732 
85 156.1 2.153 .,.21. 154.3 2.721 
75 156.l. 2.753 -26 153.2 2.702 
65 156.2 2.155 -J2 1si.o 2.663 
55 156.2 2.155 -37 150.3 2.651 
45 156.2 2.755 -43 159.l 2.647 
35 156.2 2.155 -46 i5o.o 2.646 
25 156.2 2.155 -51 150.1 2.647 
18 156.2 2.755 -51 J.50.3 2.6~ 
13 156.2 2.155 
Table V 
Dielectrlc Constant versus Temperature 
Frequency const,ant at 6,0 megacycles., conductivity too lov{ to measure 
in all cases, c.apaci ty in air .56. 7 micromicrof ara.ds. 
Temp. Capacity Dielectric Temp. Capacity Dielectric 
Deg. Cent. uu.f Const. Deg. Ceut. uuf Const. 
115 149.9 2.644 7 155.9 2.750 
110 152 • .3 2.686 2 15.5."/ 2.746 
105 153.9 2.714 -4 155.5 2.743 
100 155.4 2.741 -9 155.2 . 2. 737 
95 155.9 2.750 -15 154.9 2.732 
85 156.1 2.753 -21 154.2 2.120 
75 156.l 2.753 -26 15.3.2 2.102 
65 156.:1 2.753 -32 151.1 2.665 
55 156.2 2.755 -37 150.3 2.651 
45 156.2 2.155 -43 1.so.1 2.647 
35 156.2 2.755 -46 150.0 2.646 
25 156.2 2.755 -51 150.l 2.647 
18 156.2 2.755 -57 1,0.3 2.651 
13 156.1 2.753 
Table VI 
Dielectric Constant versus Temperature 
li'requency constant at 8.0 mega.cycles, conductivity too low· to measure 
in all cases, capacity in air 56.7 micromicrofarads. 
'i'emp. Capacity Dielectric 'femp. Capacity Dielectric: 
Deg .. Cent. uuf Const. Deg. Cent. uui.' Const. 
115 149.7 2,.640 7 155.7 2.746 
110 152.1 2.633 2 155.5 2.743 
105 153.7 2. m· - 4 1 r'5 9 ;> .;;. 2.737 
100 155.1 2.735 -9 154.9 2.732 
95 155.G 2.744 -15 154.5 2.725 
85 155.8 2.748 -21 154.0 2.716 
75 155.9 2.750 -26 15).l 2.700 
65 155.9 2.750 -32 15'1.l 2.665 
55 156.0 2.751 -37 150.3 2.651 
45 156.o 2.7.51 -43 150.0 2.646 
35 156.o 2.751 -46 149.9 2.644 
25 156.o 2.751 -51 150.2 2.649 
15 156.o 2.751 -57 150.J 2.651 
13 155.9 2.150 
b4 
1rable VII 
Dielectric Constant versus Direct Voltage 
'fempera.ture constant at 25 degrees Centtgrade, capacity :in air 57 .l 
microraiorofarads, frequency 1.5 :megacycles. 
D,. c. rotential Capacity Dielectric '.i.'o t.. Gl:a.rge D. c. Current 
Volts uuf' Const.. uucou1ombs uamps 
0 157.6 2 .. 76o 0 0 
108 157.6 2.760 ... 17;021 o.s 
324 157.6 2.76o ~1.,062 o.5 
540 1;;7.6 2.7&:J 85.,104 0.5 
765 J.57.6 2.76o 120.,564 o.5 
972 157.6 2.7(:fJ 153.,187 o .. 5 
1170 157.6 2.700 184.,392 o.5 
1296 157.6 2.760 204,250 o.5 
141.3 157.6 2.76o 222.689 o.5 
14;,8 1.57.6 2.760 229,781 o.5 
1512 157.6 2~7&J 238,291 o.5 
1566 157.5 2.158 246.,799 10.0 
1620 157.5 2.758 255.,.304 20.0 
1566 155.o 2 •. 714 246,866 10.0 
1512 155, • .3 2.720 238,488 o.5 
1458 156.1 2.734 230,.081 0.5 
1395 1S1.1 2.751 220,215 o • .5 
1296 157.6 2.760 204,637 o.5 
1188 1_r;7.6 2.76o 187,616 o.5 
972 157.6 2.76o 153,575 0.5 
756 157.6 2.7(:JJ 119,533 o.5 
522 157.6 2.760 82.655 o.5 
324 157.6 2.760 51,450 o.5 
108 157.6 2.7(:JJ 17.,408 o.5 
0 157.6 2.1w 1' .387 0 
- 108 157.6 2. 700 - 16,634 - o.5 
- 324 157.6 2.760 - 50,676 - o.5 
- 540 157.6 2.76o - 84,718 - 0.5 
- 756 157.6 2.1w - 118,759 - o.5 
- 972 1,7.6 2.760 - 152.,801 - o.5 ... noo 157.6 2.100 - 186.,m.a - o.5 
-130, 157.6 • 2.760 - 205,282 ....o.5 
-140!~ 157.6 2.760 - 220,aa4 - o.5 
-1458 157 .. 6 2.760 ""' 229,394 - o-., 
-1>21 157.6 2.76o - 239,323 - o.5 
-1566 157.6 2.7(iJ - 246,415 -10.0 
-1620 151.5 2.758 - 254.,923 -20.0 
-1566 155.o 2.714 - 246,,85 -10.0 
-1512 155.2 2.718 - 238,110 -OS 
-lLi.58 155.8 2.729 - 229,713 - o.5 
-1404 1,6.2 2.736 - 221,209 - o.5 
-1314 157.0 2.150 - 207,195 - o.5 
-u88 157.6 2.1w - 187,375 - o.5 
Table VII (Continued) 
D. C. Potential Capacity Dielectric I'o t. Charge D. c. G'ur:cent 
Volts uuf Const. uucoulombs uamps 
- 972 157.G 2.760 - l!;J.,334 - o.5 
- 756 157.6 2. 760 - 119.,292 - 0.5 
- 540 157.6 2,.760 - 05,250 - o.5 
- 324 157.6 2.760 - 51,209 - 0.5 
- 108 157.6 2.7fJJ - 17,167 - o.5 
0 157.6 2.1w ll,i.6 0 
• 108 157.6 2.,760 + 16.,785 + o.5 
324 157.6 2.760 50,917 o.5 
540 157.6 2.7&:J Sh,959 o.5 
765 157.6 2.700 120,419 o.5 
981 157.6 2.760 154.,4&:J o.5 
1188 157.6 2.76o 187,083 0.5 
1296 157.6 2.760 204.,104 0.5 
JJ.i04 157.6 2.760 221,125' 0.5 
1512 157.6 2.766 238,146 0.,5 
1566 157.5 2.758 246.,654 10.0 
1620 157.5 2.758 255,159 20.0 
1566 154.9 2.713 246,724 10.0 
1512 155.3 2.720 238.,348 0.5 
1h58 155.7 2.727 229,951 o.5 
1413 156.l 2.,734 222.,936 o.5 
1296 156.7 2.744 204.,637 o.5 
ll88 157.6 2.760 187.,665 o.5 
972 157 .. 6 2.76o 153,623 o.5 
756 157.6 2.760 119.,582 o.5 
522 157.6 2.76o 82,703 o.5 
324 157.6 2.760 .51,498 0.5 
108 157.6 2.7&:J 17,457 o.5 
0 157.6 2.76o + 4.36 0 
- 972 157.6 2.760 - 152.,751 - o.5 
-1458 157.6 2.76o - 229,.345 - o.5 
-1566 157.6 2.7&J - 246,365 -10.0 
-1620 15?.5 2.758 - 254,873 -20.0 
-1566 154.9 2.71.3 - 246,438 -10.0 
-1512 155.2 2.718 - 238,066 - o.5 
-1458 155.8 2.729 - 229,669 - 0.5 
-1404 156.2 2.736 - 221,245 - 0.5 
-1296 157.l 2.751 - 204,326 - os 
- 972 157.6 2.76o - 153,345 - 0.5 
0 157.6 2.760 158 0 
Table VIII 
Dielectric Constant versus Direct Voltage 
'fenrperature constant at 70 degrees Centigr-ade., .frequency 1.5 megacycles, 
capacity in air 57 .l micromicrofarads. 
n. c. Potential Capa.ci·ty D:1.electric Tot. Charge D. c .. Current 
Volts uu! Const. uucoulombs ua.mps 
0 157.5 2.758 0 0 
108 157.5 2.758 11,010 o.5 
33.3 157.5 2.158 52.,h47 o.5 
540 157.5 2.758 85,050 0.5 
765 157.5 2.758 120,488 o.5 
972 157.5 2.758 153.,090 o.5 
1188 157.5 2.758 187,110 o.s 
1296 15?.5 2.158 204,120 o.5 
ll.t.04 157.5 2.758 221,130 0 r.' e:.> 
1467 157.5 2. 758 231,052 0 r' •.) 
1521 157.5 2.758 239.,958 10.0 
1566 157.h 2.756 246.t643 20.0 
1512 154.9 2.713 238.,211 10.0 
1458 155.3 2.720 229,835 o.5 
1404 156 • .3 2.737 221,422 o.s 
1350 157.1 2.751 212,960 o.5 
1287 157.5 2.758 203,050 o.5 
1188 157.5 2.758 187,458 o.5 
972 151.5 2 .. 758 153,438 o.5 
756 157.5 2.758 119,418 0,5 
531 157.5 2.758 83,980 o.5 
324 157.5 2.758 51,378 o.5 
108 157.5 2 .• 758 17,358 o.5 
0 157.5 2.758 + 348 0 
- 108 157.5 2.758 - 16,662 - o.5 
- 333 157.5 2.158 - 52,099 - o.5 
- 540 15~r .5 2.758 - 84,072 - 0.5 
- 756 151.5 2 .• 758 ll8 ·p•") - I '-·'" - o.5 
- 981 157.5 2.758 - 154.,159 - o.5 
-1188 157.5 2.758 - 186,762 - o.5 
-1296 157.5 2.758 - 203,772 - o.s 
-1404 157.5 2.758 - 220.,782 - o.5 
-1458 157.5 2.758 - 229,287 - o.5 
-1512 157..5 2.758 - 237,792 -10.0 
-1566 157.4 2.756 - 246,294 -20.0 
-1512 154.8 2.711 - 237,865 -10.0 
-1458 155.2 2.718 - 229,495 - o.5 
-1395 rS5 8 2.729 - 219,693 - o.5 - . 
-1350 156.6 2.71.t.3 - 212,669 - 0.5 
-1296 157.0 2.750 - 204,202 - o.5 
-1188 157.5 2.758 - 137.,219 - o.5 
- 981 157.5 2.758 - 15h.,617 - o.5 
- 756 157.5 2.758 - 119,179 - o.5 
- .531 157.5 2.758 - a3, 1h.2 - 0.5 
h7 
'rable VIII ( Continued) 
D. c. Potential c~:,pacity Dielectric Tot. Charge D. ,~ Cm.--rent '-'• 
Volts uuf Const. uucoulombs uamps 
- 324 157.5 2. '758 - .51,139 - o.5 
- 108 15'7.5 2.758 - 17,l19 - o • .s 
0 157.5 2.'7S8 109 0 
+ 108 157.5 2.758 + 16,901 + o.5 
324 1)7.5 ;~. 758 50,921 o.5 
558 157.5 2,758 87,776 o.5 
'165 157.5 2. 758 · 120,379 o.5 
972 F''"' 5 2.758 152.,981 o.5 ;; j • 
1188 157.5 2.758 107.,001 o.5 
1296 157.5 2.758 204,011 o.5 
1413 157.5 2.758 290 11 39 o • .s "-'-14.t> 
1h58 157.5 2.758 229,526 o.s 
1512 1:57 .5 2.758 238,031 10.0 
1566 157.4 2.756 246,533 20.0 
1512 154.8 2.711 238,104 10.0 
1h58 155.l 2. 716 229,737 o.5 
1h04 155.7 2.727 0 'lJ '3J r' t...t... . ., - -i,;:, o.5 
1350 156.5 2.?hl 212,916 0.5 
130.5 157.l 2.751 205,860 o.s 
1197 157.5 2.758 136,871 o.5 
972 157.5 2.758 1.53,434 o.s 
756 157.5 2.758 119,414 0.5 
522 157 • .5 2.758 82,559 o.5 
324 157.5 2.758 51,374 o.5 
108 157.5 2.758 17,354 '0.5 
0 157.5 2.1ss + Jl~ 0 
- 756 157.5 2.758 - 118,726 - o.5 
-1458 1:57.5 2.758 - 229,291 - o.5 
-1512 157 • .5 2.758 - 237,796 -10.0 
-1566 157.4 2.756 - 246.,298 -20.0 
-1512 154.8 2.7n - 237,869 -10.0 
-14.58 155.2 2.718 - 229,499 - 0.5 
-1404 155.7 2.727 - 221,105 - 0 .. 5 
-13.59 156.5 2.741 - 214.,080 - 0.5 
-1296 157.1 2.751 - 204,202 - o.5 
-1188 157.5 2.758 - 167.,213 - o.5 
- 756 157.5 2.758 - 119,173 - o.5 
C 157.5 2.758 103 0 
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Table IX 
Dielectric Constant versus Direct Voltage 
'l'emperature constant at m.i..nus 55 degrees Centigrade, frequency 1.5 
mega.cycles, capacity in air 57 .1 m.i.cromicrofa.rads. 
D. C. Potontial Capacity Dielectric Tot. Charge D. C. Current 
Vol to uuf Const. uucoulombs uamps. 
a* b** 
0 152.0 2.662 0 0 0 
108 1,2.0 2.66'~ 16,416 40 40 
.324 1~2.0 2.662 49,248 45 45 
540 1;;2.0 2.662 82,080 50 50 
756 1~2.0 2,662 114,.912 60 60 
972 1.:,2.0 2.662 147,744 Bo 80 
1134 l.:>2.0 2.662 172,368 100 100 
1188 l>l.9 2.660 180,573 110 110 
11.34 149.5 2.618 172,436 110 110 
1080 149.9 2.625 164.,3.52 105 1~ 
1026 150.8 2.641 156,233 100 100 
972 151.7 2.657 148,o65 90 90 
{364 152.0 2.662 1.31,666 80 80 
765 152.0 2.662 116,618 70 10 
540 152.0 2.662 82,-418 6o 60 
324 1s2.o 2.662 49,586 50 50 
108 152.0 2.662 16,754 JO 30 
0 152.0 2.662 . + 338 0 0 
.. 108 152.0 2.662 - 16,078 -110 - 40 
- 324 152.0 2.662 - 48,910 - 70 - 50 
- 549 152.0 2.662 - 83,110 - 60 - 50 
- 765 152.0 2.662 - 115.,942 - 70 - 70 
- 972 152.0 2.662 - 147-406 -100 -100 
-1134 152.0 2 .• 662 - 172.,030 -120 -120 
-ll88 151.9 2.66o - 100,235 -145 -160 
-1134 149.4 2.616 - 172.,100 -170 -185 
-1080 149.7 2.622 - 164.,024 -175 -175 
-1026 1so., 2.636 - 155.,919 -l6o -160 
- 981 151.J 2.650 - 149,129 -150 -150 
- 864 152.0 2.662 - 131,386 -140 -140 
- 756 1,2.0 2.662 - 114,970 -125 -125 
- S4o 152.0 2.662 - 82 .. 1.36 -110 -no 
-.: 32!, 152.0 2.662 - 49,306 -100 -100 
- 108 152.0 2.662 - 16.,474 - 6o - 75 0 152.0 2.662 58 0 0 
~ 108 lt52.0 2.662 ... 16,358 1-270 ... 50 
.324 152.0 2.662 49,190 110 75 
540 152.0 2.662 82,022 120 100 
7!56 152.0 2.662 114,854 110 110 
972 152.0 2.662 147,686 120 120 
11.34 152.0 2.662 172.,Jl') 130 1.30 
1188 151.9 2.66o 130.,515 140 140 
1134 149.4 2.616 172.,380 130 130 
Tabla IX (Continued) 
D. C. Poten 'tiaJ. Capacity Dielectric 'I'ot. Charge D. G. Current 
·volts uuf Const. uucoulomhs uamps. " V 
a* b·,n.-
1080 lh9.6 2.620 16li,307 110 no 
1026 150.4 2.634 156.,207 100 100 
972 1.51.4 2.651 148.,o:,8 90 90 
864 152.0 2.662 131.,675 80 80 
76'5 152.0 2.662 116.,627 10 70 
540 152.0 2.662 82.,427 60 6o 
324 152.0 2.662 49.,595 50 50 
108 152.0 2.662 16., 762 30 30 
0 152.0 2.662 ... 347 0 0 
- 108 152.0 2.662 - 16.,069 -100 - 40 
- 324 152.0 2.662 - 48.,.091 - 75 - so 
- 540 152.0 2.662 - 81,733 - 65 - 65 
- 756 152.0 2.662 - 114.,565 - 70 - 70 
- 972 1.52.0 2.662 - 147,397 -100 -100 
-1134 152.0 2.662 - 172,021 -125 -125 
-ll88 151.9 ?..66o - 150,226 -135 -150 
-1134 149.4 2.616 - 172,091 -160 -180 
-1080 149.6 2.620 - 164.,018 -175 -180 
-1026 150.2 2.630 - 155.,923 -1,0 -150 
- 972 150.9 2.6J.i.3 - 147}'793 -1.40 -140 
- 864 1.51.5 2.653 - 131.,4€:4 -130 -1.30 
- 765 152.0 2.662 - 116.,441 -120 -120 
- 540 152.0 2.662 - 82,241 -uo -llO 
- 324 152.0 2.662 - 49.,409 -100 -100 
- 108 152.0 2.662 - 16,577 - 50 - 60 
0 152.0 2.662 161 0 0 
* Initial Current Rea.ding. 
** C..\Jrrent reading at a time later when no ch::mge vras not.iced for a 
per"'lod o:f one minute. 
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The follow:Lng additional data Yras also obserred. In Tables I through 
VI, results were the sa.me 1-vhe~t;her the sulphur was in the process of heating 
or cooling. l"requency vms not increased above 8 megaC"JCles, since a resonance 
in the measuring circuit. inva.Jj.dated all readings from that point to the up-
per limi:t of :frequency. 
Observations were made similar to those of 'fables VII through IX at 
other frequencies in the range of the equipment, and the changes in dielectric 
constant were of the same ma.gni tude. Ho results a.pprociably different .from 
those shovm were obtained by vaiy.i.ng frequency. 
An attern..tryt vras made to observe a dynamic hysterisis loop on an oscil-
loscope. A sinusoidal voltage of 150 volts peak and of 6o cycles was used. 
'.!.'his produced only a straight line as t.em:perature was varied from 115 degrees 
Centigrade to minus 55 degrees Centigrade. 
Data siw.ilar to that sho-r,11 in ·rable VII 'il'aS attempted with molten 
sulphur. Ho change in dielectric constant could be observed as voltage was 
increased to brea.lcdoim, or upon decreasing the voltage from any point belm7 
breakdovm. 
Uo change in dielectric constant could be observed by decreasing t.he 
voltage after reaching a point :) e.lm1 the maxima in Tables VII to IX under 
those conditions. A small increase in voltage above these maxima resulted 
in breakdown. 
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ANALYSIS OF :a."CSUL'l'S AUD COUCLUSIOUS 
The theories vltd.ch have been advanced to explain the dielectr:Lc constants 
of ma.ter:i.a.ls are no,~ completely satisfactory. 'i11e data upon wh::i.ch these 
theorias are based is apparently sketchy, or is not generalJ.;-1 available. Pre-
cise values of dielectric constants under a g-lven set of conditions are not 
common in the lit,erature. 'J.1here are contradictions in the available data, 
as wall as in t,he theories. 'l'here is clata vihich the mol'e commonly accepted 
theories do no·t explain. Further a tendency is apparent to add more and more 
involved hypotheses to the co:oroonly accepted theories in order to explain nmv 
facts that are discovered. Ma.tJ1ematical analysis has, in many cases, become 
quite conplicated, and still leaves some facts unexpla.i.ned. It is believed, 
therefore, that sone very basic fact,s remain to be discovered, and that the 
solution to this problem demands more data. 1mich is not novr available, and 
possibly a correlation of this data from new approaches. 
The behavior of the dielectric constant of sulphur is not like that of 
most materials. As a solid it exhibits a higher dielectric constant than as 
a liquid. It is believed that this is due to its crystalline structure, and 
that some cr>Jstal structm~es may, in themselves, have polar properties, or 
exhibit S'.)methin13 similar to polar properties. If this is the case, ro:me 
change in crystal structure or in its method of influence must take nlace as 
temperature is lowered to minus 46 degrees Centigrade. 'I'he dielectric const,a:nt. 
at this point is vcr.r nearly that of the liquid. Whatever the contribution 0£ 
crystalline structure, it has ceased to have an appreciable effect at this 
point. Deloy, this point, the dielectric constant increases vn:th decreasing 
temperature as is expected from normal polar theories. An investigation of 
crystal structure as a correlation with this data, and other data. that may be 
later obtained on this riroject., s.hould yield SO!!!.e ~ul informa.t.iO"n• 
Co 
The variation of dielectric constant ,Tith frequency indicates the begin-
ning of a reg:i.on of anomalous dispersion around eig.h-t megaC"Jc1es. This effeci~ 
e,:m be expla:Lned by the endins of the '..nterfacial polarization component, 
which, in turn, indicates the presence of itrpurities. As has beeri previously 
stated, the equ:1:pment, did not permit investigation over the ran;:;e of this 
reGion of aJ.10lnalous dispersmon. 
The phenomerk'1. observed at values just below breakdom1 potential is sug-
c;esti ve of the bec;inning or the complete breakdmm of crJst.alline structure 
\'111::.ch occurs with the arc. A distortion taking place at this point 1rould 
result in the lessening of the polar, or similar, contribut,ion of the crystal 
lattice. It is to be noted tlu~t the result could only be obtained at values 
very close to breakdovin. As brea.kdorm is approached, the material approaches 
the limit of its storage capability. A decrease in voltage then results in a 
sharp decrease in clielectric constant, followed by a gradual rise to the ini tia.J. 
value. As soon as the condenser is caused to return enerc;y to the circuit, 
after reaching this pea.'< point, the dielectric constant of the sulphur decreaood 
sharply, possibly ind:tcating ir~.ability to return to its original structure. 
All of the charge stored at a given voltage is not returned on decreasing to 
this voltage. 1'hat this is a strain on the material was indicated in the low 
temperature test. The voltage was :7.ncrease·1 to a value near brealcdmm, and 
then the first decrease in voltage, on many of the test.a, resulted Lll a cur-
rent which increased steadily u..ntil the sulphur finally broke d.ovm. uhen 
breakdmm did not occur on this decr·ease in voltage, t,he sulphur Ytas able to he 
restored to its original dielectric constant after further voltage decreases. 
The sharp decrease in dielectric cons ta.nt may then be related to the a.'1omalie~1 
in leakage cur,'ent, the reversal of charge transfer, or both. Studies of th:i.5 
phenomenon in other materials, and of crystalline ::.,1;ructure, should aid in 
axpla.ining more fully the mechanism of this process. In computing the total 
s-tored charge, a small residual charg,e at the return zero voltage is evident. 
In each case it is noted t,o be larger 1n the direction :in which the voltage \1"aS 
f'lrst increa.ned. 'l'he changes vdlich occur near brea.kdmm resul,t; in the storinn 
of a small amount of charge which is not given up ·with the removal of voltage, 
This may be analogous to the permanent deformation caused bt.r straining a 
material beyond its elastic limit. The relative values of these residual 
charges check fa.irlyclosely., but may be questioned because their sr.ia.11 magni-
tude is in the region of error. The changes in dielectric constant however., 
prove the existence of' the small residual charges., vmatever their value, a.nd 
the recurrence of nearly t.he same values on numerous tests may be indicatj_ve 
of some degree of accuracy. This process was noted to occur only near break-
down potentials, and, therefore, is thought to be different from dielectric 
hysterisis, although a similar loop may be plotted. A more plausible explana ... 
tion seems to be the exceeding of the elastic limit of the crystal structure. 
'l'he unusual variations of leakage current at lo,., temperat,ure, confirmed 
in several trials., are also believed to be closely related to crystal struc-
ture. It was noted that t.he leakage current ,ms consistently higher in one 
direction ·than in the ot,hor. Non-bilateral resistors are commonly explained 
in terms of the \10rk functions of crystals, an involved subject the study of' 
which has not been attempted here. It can also be seen that the properties 
observed here are more unusl.tal than those of a simple non-bilateral resistor. 
The differences in current vdth increasing and decreasing voltage and the time 
delay of curr,;r1t in reaching a steady value, indicate additional unusual eond:i,,,, 
tions. The unexpected current behavior at low temperature was not noted to 
produce any- effect on dielectric constant changes. 11hether it is an important 
factor in the problem under consideration, therefore, is not known. Investiga.-
tions of other materials should shon its importo.nce and give a.dditiona1 clues 
as to its effects. 
It fo believed that. much add.i tional a.rid valuable inf'orr;w.tion may be 
gained by further research on this project. liore data is badly needed on the 
subject. It is t.how~ht that an investigation of dielectric constant at high 
direct voltage v1it.l1 a material of high clielectric loss would be particularly 
important in formulat:Lng a better explanation of the :m.at.orial discussed herein. 
It would also be interesting t.o attempt t,o obtain this type of da:tEi on a 
material for which a dynanr:i.c hysterisis loop may be observed. Research by a 
cryst,allographer i;rith a v:ie·w to aiding this project should give much needed 
information. 
The obt,a.ining Oi' bu:Ud.i.ng of some additional equipmP..nt ,t0uld be of ~eat 
value in ·this ntudy. A special irruTtersion condenser, with smooth evenJ.y-space<l 
plates, and which was so constructed as to tla sure that nearly all the capaci·~y 
and loss was occurrin : in the dielectric mated.al under- test, vrould result in 
better measurements. Uate.r:i.uls used in its construction would have to re.main 
rigid over vlde :canges of tempe:: ature, and not contamina:te or react chemically 
-..rlth the dielectric n1aterial. '.i.'he mea:Jtlrj_ng instru111Emt r:iost often nentioned 
5..n the li':',m·a.ture on dielectric cons'Gant rese;:,.rch is the heterod;yne beat instru-
ment. A coil is placed ::.n parallel with the test condenser and the circuit 
is r,:ia.de to oscillate ci.t its natural resonant frequency. A sii,ti.lar coil and 
calibrated variable condenser are also made to oscillate and tmied to the fre-
quency of the unknovm, by mixing the signaln, and tuninc f,;r a zero difference 
frequency. It is believed that such an instrmnent would facilitate further 
study,. 
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